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10 years of supply experience has resulted in 
the fantastic NexGen staging, which uses ground 
breaking ‘magnatech’ features, meaning there 
are no locks to fail over time, or keys to lose. 
Whilst retaining the strength, they are lighter, 
easier to manoeuvre & faster to assemble.

We’ve designed a next generation 
staging deck and riser to make 
life a lot easier for our clients.

Nathan Griffin, Director

Content
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Planning Grid

Use this useful planning grid on the side 
to set-out your configurations.

= 1m x 1m decks
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10 m
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Assembly

Opening the Riser Legs Placing the brace plate connectors

Follow the grid layout 
for best practice.

Open the riser legs out whilst touching the floor, to avoid stressing 
the poles and rods. Slowly open and tap down on the floor. Do not 
open out in the air.

Place the brace plates on each of the connection point. Place over the 
location pillars around the perimeter joins and internal joins.

Placing the deck platforms on the risers Fitting the Fascia Hardboards
Place the deck platforms onto the location pillars, so that all 4 pillars 
are seated into the deck holes. The magnetic force will attract the 
decks together, tap the decks into place where required.

Place the fascia boards into position, start with the corner sections, 
so you can align the corner properly and slide the stainless trim into 
position. Then move onto the other fascia sections. Secure each with 
3 fasteners per 1m. Slightly undo the fastener screw so the fasteners 
slot into the deck side through the holes, then tap the screw into the 
fascia until loosely fixed. Align the fascia board until neatly positioned 
and then tap the screw fully into the deck until flush. (Simply unscrew 
to remove, a small power tool speeds things up.)
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Attaching a step or lower level platform module

Using a Disabled access wheelchair ramp

Handrail & Clamp Assembly
Adding a step at a lower level, or a lower tier section requires fixing the 
legs of the risers together. Use the straps provided to Velcro around 
the silver riser leg poles. This will secure the step to the higher stage.

The ramp we have chosen to use with our staging is great for 
wheelchair users. Its very fast to assemble and sits without any need 
for fixings. Simply assemble the ramp and place on the floor and 
the lip of the staging. The grip underside stops movement in use. 
(You may need multiple ramps to achieve the incline requirements of your 
wheelchair users)

Each handrail requires 2 clamps. Undo the large brass circle screw 
past the half way point in the clamp, then twist the clamp under the 
deck missing the riser poles. Place the clamp on top towards the end 
of the platform. Undo the black tube screw, so the base tubes of 
the handrail can be fully slipped into the clamp tubes. Then tighten 
the screws, both under the deck and to fix the handrail in the tube. 
Repeat for all rails, including the dual corner areas.

Adding Chair stop & Uneven Floor Wedges
Add in the same manner as the fascia hardboards. The chair stop 
boards stand proud of the stage. Adding uneven floor wedges under 
the riser legs, black block feet can stop unwanted bounce on slightly 
uneven floors.
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Takedown the deck platforms

When removing the deck platforms from the riser legs, they must be lifted vertically. Lifting at an angle will stress and 
snap the location pillars on the riser, as they are still magnetically attracted to the deck. At one side of the deck in the 
middle, lift the deck and hold down the riser legs to break the magnetic force, and offset the deck platform. Then repeat 
the process at the other end of the deck and then lift the deck vertically clear. Two people can do this easier.

IMPORTANT!
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Taking down all other items.

Storage

Video Guide

Simply reverse the assembly instructions for take down 
of the Handrails, Fascia, Steps and Ramps.

You can also visit our youtube channel for more in-depth video tutorial about setting up and taking down the staging.

The important point to note is that the riser legs are 
fragile when they are being taken down and left in their 
storage position. Do not lift the decks off the risers at an 
angle. Placing the risers on a trolley or in a flight case will 
keep them safe whilst in storage.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHeQ91I5-S7ZsIwEAJWZE8w
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Parts

Identify the parts below, so you can replace where required to keep your staging in tip top condition. Available online to order.

Guide Rods for risers Guide tube

Vertical Raiser Poles Hardboard Fascia 
Fasteners

Location Pillars

Scissor Sections

Gold Turbo Screws

Brace ConnectorsPa
rt

s
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Uneven Floor Wedges Handrail Clamps Folding TrolleyBlack Blocks

Velcro Step/Tier straps Flight Case Blackdrop 6m x 3m Corner Trims Pa
rt

s
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Tips

99 Store Risers Safely – so they cannot be bent or broken whilst in 
storage.

99 Always lift decks vertically – so location pillars are not sheared 
from the risers.

99 Don’t store staging in extremes – Radiators & Cold Stores will 
shorten the lifespan of your staging.

99 Housekeep the risers – tighten screws and straighten guide 
tubes occasionally.

99 Store your handrails on the wall – Fit 2 brackets to a wall and 
hang the handrails from them to save space.

99 Rain & Water warps wood – If left out in the rain the deck 
platforms will warp.

99 Use a Flight Case – Store items on a trolley of if your budget 
allows in a Flight Case.

99 Parts keep your staging useable – Order inexpensive parts for 
legs on the www.portablestage.co.uk website.
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Enter our 
Photo Competition
Send us your Event photos, showing the Staging in use 
for your chance to win great prizes

Send the images to
enquiries@portablestage.co.uk

Tell us about your experience
Thank you for your purchase, Hope you are enjoying 
our product!

Give us 30 seconds of your time to tell us how you liked our 
product. Your feedback is very important to us. Please use 
the following email address to leave us a review.



enquiries@portablestage.co.uk



Lightest, Fastest and lasts Longest!
Call us now

0845 2260 192
Portable Stage
Portable Stage, Aizelwoods Mill, Nursery Street, Sheffield S3 8GG

0845 2260 192

enquiries@portablestage.co.uk

www.portablestage.co.uk @portablestagingnexgenstaging Portable Stage


